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The Amazing Spider-Man Omnibus
The honeymoonÕs over for Bruce Wayne as Gotham
CityÕs most prominent citizen gets selected for jury
duty in a chilling court case involving Mr. Freeze!
Freeze claims the charges should be dismissed
because Batman used excessive force; cue the
outrage and media circus. While doing his civic duty,
WayneÕs forced to take a hard look at the Dark
KnightÕs methods. And heyÉwhat is Dick Grayson
doing running around the city dressed as Batman?

Marvel Comics 1
Spider-Man has a series of adventures on the day of
Barack Obama's inauguration as President of the
United States.

Symbiote Spider-Man
Written by Duncan Rouleau Art and cover by Duncan
Rouleau DC's metallic heroes return in this trade
paperback collecting the 8-issue miniseries! Gold,
Platina, Mercury, Iron, Lead, Tin and Copper must face
off the forces of Chemo, Doctor Yes, BOLTS, The
Balloonatic and his Orphan Army, as well as the Robot
Renegades in this action-packed volume! Advancesolicited; on sale August 5 o 200 pg, FC, $14.99

Mage
Collects Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1-6.
The Parker clan web-sling and wall-crawl their way
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into your hearts! Life is good for husband and wife
Peter Parker and Mary Jane: their daughter Annie is
their pride and joy, theyre both working and (barely)
making ends meet, theyre keeping the streets of
New York City safe from super villains you know,
normal everyday stuff . Oh, did we mention MJ and
Annie have super-powers just like Peter? Being SpiderMan just became a family aff air! And when the Mole
Man attacks NYC, only the sensational Spider-Family
can stop him!

Spider-Man Vs. Doctor Doom
'Night of the Prowler' contains Spider-Man's earliest
adventures. Written by Stan Lee and featuring
artwork by some of Marvel's most famous artists, this
timeless collection is a must for all spider fans

The Madness of Mysterio
Amazing Spider-Man Volume 2
Marvel
A vain man driven by greed and hubris, Dr. Stephen
Strange was a world-renowned surgeon until a car
accident crippled his hands. Broken and destitute, he
journeyed to Tibet to seek a cureand there found the
path to the mystic arts! From his eerie Greenwich
Village home, Dr. Strange unveiled new wonders and
unimaginable dimensions, creating the most amazing
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corner of the Marvel Universe. Mystical menaces
including Baron Mordo, Eternity, Dormammu,
Nightmare, and the Mindless Ones awed readers,
while Clea, Wong and the Ancient One rounded out
Dr. Strange's astounding world! COLLECTING: Strange
Tales 110-111, 114-141; Am azi ng Spider -Man
Annual 2

Amazing Mysteries
He's baaaaack! You can't keep a good symbiote
down! With his host, serial killer Cletus Kasady,
Carnage is looking to wreak some good, old fashioned
chaos in the small town of Doverton, Colorado. Now,
Captain America, Hawkeye, the Thing, Wolverine and
Spider-Man - with help from the special-ops Mercury
Team and its symbiotic arsenal; Dr. Tanis Nieves,
a.k.a. Scorn; and the one and only Venom, now a
government operative - must stop Carnage before an
entire American town becomes slave to the whims of
a madman! COLLECTING: CARNAGE, U.S.A. 1-5

Amazing Spider-Man by David Michelinie
& Todd McFarlane
As the approval of the Superhuman Registration Act
appears immiment, Peter Parker, also known as
Spider-Man, is forced to make an important personal
decision on the matter.

Batman (2016-) #51
When the supernatural forces maintaining the fragile
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balance of power in this world start to unravel, Josh
Miller, a young college grad and expectant father, is
caught in the middle of a vast conspiracy threatening
to tear apart the foundations of humanity as we know
it. As myth and reality collide, Josh finds himself on
the frontline of a battle against an enemy dating back
to the beginning of time itself. Comic legends KLAUS
JANSON (Daredevil, Dark Knight Returns) and PABLO
RAIMONDI (X-Factor, Book of Doom) proudly present
SACRED CREATURES, their first-ever creator-owned
series. Collects SACRED CREATURES #1-6

The Comic Book Price Guide
Collects Marvel Comics #1, Saga of the Original
Human Torch #1, Marvels #0 and Marvel Comics #1
70th Anniversary Edition. The book that kicked off the
Marvel Universe back in 1939 - presented in glorious
hardcover, with an extensive array of special
features! MARVEL COMICS #1 promised action,
mystery and adventure - and it delivered! The original
android Human Torch blazed his way into readers'
hearts, and Namor the Sub-Mariner made a big
splash! Golden Age pulp star Ka-Zar swung into
comics, and costumed detective the Angel made his
debut! Plus: Western adventures with the Masked
Raider - and terror in the jungle! And from this one
issue, published 80 years ago, grew the entire Marvel
Universe! Now, MARVEL COMICS #1 is collected along
with retrospective stories, bonus artwork, insightful
essays and more!

Carnage, U.S.A.
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Use the five markers included in this kit to brighten
up your new colouring pad! With easy, tear-out pages
that allow you to put your colouring on display.

The Death of Captain Stacey
Dreaming of a life in Paris while working at a smalltown Iowa gas station, Sheila stages her own
kidnapping to run away with an oddball who shares a
superhero's name and who begins to regard her as
the character's girlfriend.

The Amazing Spider-Man
Collects Symbiote Spider-Man (2019A) #1-5. Back to
black! Everyone knows the infamous living costume
Spider-Man accidentally brought back from the Secret
Wars eventually became the wicked web-slinger
known as Venom — but what happened before Peter
Parker discovered the suit’s sinister symbiotic secret?
Find out in this dynamic tale from comics legends
Peter David and Greg Land! Set during the original
“Alien Costume Saga,” this all-new story pits the blacksuited wall-crawler against that most mystifying of
menaces: Mysterio! Uncovering a shameful secret
from the Black Cat’s past, Mysterio may have found
the blackmail necessary to get close to Spider-Man’s
remarkable new suit — and in doing so will set Felicia
down a path where any misstep could result in her
losing Peter forever! Is this the beginning of the end
for Spidey and the Cat?

Metal Men
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There are too many problems in New York City, and
Spidey can't be in four places at once - unless he
can?! Peter's life is as complicated as ever, but can
science be the answer? J. Jonah Jameson kicks off his
new life as a podcast host, and his first guest? SPIDERMAN! JJJ and Spidey have been on pretty good terms
for a while now, so it seems fitting that JJJ needs to
sabotage it and put the entire city in danger, right?
Don't miss "My Podcast with Jonah"! COLLECTING:
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2018) 37-41

Amazing Spider-Man
Before Peter Parker lost the first great love of his life,
her father fell toone of Spider-Man's greatest
adversaries. This is the story of Captain GeorgeStacy
and the dying wish he made to Spider-Man.

Amazing Spider-Man by Nick Spencer
Vol. 8
Spider-Man faces a stranger who will change how he
views himself, the events of September 11, Aunt May
discovering his identity and Dr. Octopus in California.

Amazing Spider-Man by JMS - Ultimate
Collection
Collects Amazing Spider-Man #797-801. The epic
conclusion to Dan Slott's amazing, record-breaking
run! Norman Osborn has been scouring the globe for
a cure to the genetic tampering that prevents him
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from becoming the Green Goblin--and at long last,
he's about to find it! His new weapon? The Carnage
symbiote! And Green Goblin plus Carnage equalsthe
Red Goblin! When Osborn strikes, who lives? Who
dies? And what scars will Spider-Man bear from here
on out? Experience one of the most exciting stories in
Spidey lore, culminating in a cataclysmic finale that
sees the wall-crawler and some of his staunchest--and
most surprising--allies in a no-holds-barred face-off
with his most terrifying foeever! Plus, Dan Slott signs
off with an emotional, heartfelt final Spidey tale that
no fan will want to miss!

Amazing Spider-Man By Nick Spencer
Vol. 6
Throughout his life, Peter Parker has often felt alone.
When he first discovered his spider-like abilities after
being bitten by a radioactive spider, he kept them
secret. His attempts to exploit them for profit resulted
in his Uncle Ben's murder. It seemed as though no
one understood the difficult balance between mortal
and hero. Until now, that is. A mysterious figure
appears suddenly, exhibiting similar powers to Peter.
Who is this mystery man? Who are the people he
represents? What is this ancient evil that has arrived
in America in search of Peter? (From back cover)

Amazing Spider-Man By Nick Spencer
Vol. 6
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2018) #16-23, #16.HH
and #18.HU-20.HU. VOLUME 4 of Nick Spencer's
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AMAZING SPIDER-MAN run! When Kraven returns,
Spider-Man becomes the hunted! Sergei Kravinoff and
his minions have been kidnapping animal-themed
superhumans for months, and they need one more to
complete the collection: the Spider. But what does
Kraven want with all of them?! In Central Park, the
prey is let loose, and the hunt begins - but Kraven
isn't the one in pursuit. Who has Spidey in their
crosshairs? The Lizard has a target on his back, too but he has a truly terrifying plan of his own! Peter
Parker will find himself in a horrible situation, but
there are lives - innocent and otherwise - at stake,
andwellhe's Spider-Man. When it comes to the big
showdown, you have no idea how this one will go
down!

Night of the Prowler
The 1939 creation of the Sub-Mariner for the first
issue of Marvel Comics assures Bill Everett a place in
history. Co-creating Daredevil, the Man Without Fear,
for Marvel Comics in 1964 gave Everett a link to one
of the most popular superheroes of the past 50 years.
And producing over 400 additional pages of superherorelated work in the very early days of the Golden Age
of Comics (1938-42) makes Bill Everett a legend. This
book collects over 200 pages of this never-beforereprinted work from titles such as Amazing Mystery
Funnies (1938), Amazing-Man Comics (1939), Target
Comics(1940), Heroic Comics (1940), and Blue Bolt
Comics (1940). These titles feature an endless array
of great vintage Everett characters such as AmazingMan, Hydroman, Skyrocket Steele, Sub-Zero, The
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Chameleon, and many more, all produced by
Everett’s shop Funnies, Inc. for such clients as
Centaur, Novelty Press, and Eastern Color, and all
displaying Everett’s brilliant cartooning and energetic
storytelling.

Torment
Amazing Spider-Man
The second volume, reprinting the classic early issues
in Book One of creator MATT WAGNER's epic fantasy
trilogy, MAGE. Following the adventures that drew the
reluctant everyman hero Kevin Matchstick into a
world of magic and monsters, the tiny crew of heroes
must continue on their quest without the aid and
counsel of the World-Mage, Mirth. Only courage and
sacrifice will guide Kevin towards his ultimate destiny
and an ancient, mythic power that is his alone to
command. This seminal work has found an enduring
popularity with readers for decades and marks creator
MATT WAGNER's emergence as a powerful storyteller.

Inauguration Day
In 1962, in the pages of a comic book slated for
cancellation, Stan Lee and Steve Ditko gave birth to
one of the most-enduring icons in American popular
media: the one and only Amazing Spider-Man!
Turning the concept of a super hero on its head, they
imbued the young, guilt-ridden Peter Parker with the
fantastic powers of an arachnid and the fantastic
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pressures of an everyday teenager. The combination
was pure magic. During the course of 40 issues of
web-slinging, wisecracking wonderment Lee and Ditko
built the foundation for 45 years of Spidey
spectaculars - girl trouble; bill trouble; bully trouble;
the Daily Bugle; and a cast friends, family and, of
course, super-villains unlike any other! Completing
the entire Stan Lee/Steve Ditko Spider-Man run in one
massive volume -including every page, every pin-up
and every letters column. Not to mention unused
covers, critical essays and bonuses galore! We went
back to the Mighty Marvel Archive to restore each and
every page in this volume for painstaking accuracy to
the originals. There's no kidding - this collector's
edition is the guaranteed be-all, end-all book for the
Spider-Man fan! Collecting AMAZING FANTASY #15,
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1-38 and ANNUAL #1-2,
STRANGE TALES ANNUAL #2, and FANTASTIC FOUR
ANNUAL #1.

Spider-man Vs. Silver Sable
Spider-Man is pitted against one of his most deadly
enemies in the shape of the Green Goblin, as the
flying felon tries to defeat the webbed wonder once
and for all.

Civil War
For spiderman the threats have never been greater!
From his own foes - Venom, Mysterio, the Scorpion
and more - to newcomers to his friendly
neighbourhood like Sabretooth, the Taskmaster,
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Magneto and the Sentinels, Spidey sure has his hands
full! Featuring the pulse-pounding prose of longtime
Iron Man scribe David Michelinie and the
groundbreaking artistry of the legendary Todd
McFarlane! Collecting Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
#296-329 and material from Spectacular Spider-Man
Annual #10.

Amazing Spider-Man, 1964
He's a wall-crawling wonder; she's a mercenary
marvel! Together, they - well, get on each other's
nerves, mostly - but they make a great team, as long
as they're not matching blows and ideologies
themselves! See their lives intertwine both in shared
adventures and apart, as Spidey faces the ability and
ego of Silver's ex, the Foreigner, while Silver herself
squares off against that hot-headed Hobgoblin-to-be,
Jack O' Lantern! Plus: the gathering of the Sinister
Syndicate and the reformation of Sandman! Gueststarring Daredevil and the Black Cat! Collects
Amazing Spider-Man #265, 279-281 and Peter Parker,
Spectacular Spider-Man #128-129.

Countdown to Chaos
The aftershocks from Mary Jane's recent decision are
felt throughout Spider-Man's life! With that throwing
Peter's life into upheaval, a super villain rearing their
head is NOT HELPFUL! COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDERMAN (2018) 29-34

In the grip of the Goblin
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Spider-Man must try to stop a potentially devastating
Gang War from erupting onto the streets of New York,
protect a mayoral candidate from assassination and
even take down the one and only green-skinned
Incredible Hulk.

Amazing Spider-man
Presents a history of Marvel comics, profiling the
creative artists, the writers, and the superheroes who
have made Marvel the largest comic book publisher

The Amazing Spider-Man
Sacred Creatures Vol. 1
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2015) #20-28 and
Annual (2016) #1. Death is no more, and the Clone
Conspiracy rocks the Amazing Spider-Man's world!
And if things weren't bad enough for the wall-crawler,
Doctor Octopus has returned from the grave! What
does Doc Ock have to do with the Jackal? Meanwhile,
the return of Carrion means big trouble for the Scarlet
Spider! Where has Kaine been, and what role will he
play in the Jackal's twisted plan? And while we're
asking questions, what could bring a resurrected
Gwen Stacy to the villain's side? When the Conspiracy
ends, Norman Osborn is waiting on the other side! But
even with a surprising old friend by his side, can
Spider-Man battle an entire Goblin Army? Plus: Globetrotting adventures starring Spidey in Mexico City,
and Cloak and Dagger in Shanghai!
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Spider-Man
After receiving information from Ezeckiel that calls
the origin of his spider-powers into question, Peter
must face off against the otherworldy hunter Shathra,
who has targeted Spider-Man as her prey.

The Night Gwen Stacy Died
Amazing Spider-Man
Second in a series of volumes collecting the incredible
adventures of one of the most influential super hero
of all times in a year-by-year format.

Stan Lee Presents the Amazing SpiderMan
Adam Osidis walks a veiled path strewn with
impossible choices and heartbreaking compromise.
Between Adam and the cure for his wasting disease
lies the Skylord Volmer and his thirst for revenge on
The God of Whispers. Adam must now protect the
man who murdered his father, but to what lengths will
he go to achieve it? Rick Remender and Jerome
Opena bring another bone-chilling chapter in the saga
of the world of Zhal. Collects SEVEN TO ETERNITY
#10-13

Seven to Eternity Volume 3
Step over the edge of Spider-Verse! Spidey teams up
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with the all-new Ms. Marvel in a high-flying (highstepping in Kamala's case) adventure! Can Ms. Marvel
get Spidey out of a jam? Plus, MC2's Spider-Girl and
the Spider-Man of 1602 find themselves under attack
from the mysterious forces behind Spider-Verse! And
who is Spider-UK? Meanwhile, in the year 2099, the
Superior Spider-Man lives on - but how? Otto takes
the fight to Karn, the man working his way through
the multiverse leaving a trail of dead spiders in his
wake, but finds himself hopelessly overpowered. Can
the Superior Spidey find enough allies to make a dent
in Karn? The road to Spider-Verse starts here!
COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man 7-8, Superior Spide
r-Man 32-33, Free Comic Book Day 2014 (Guardians
of the Galaxy) 1

Marvel Masterworks
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